Adding an ORCID to a Directory Profile in myUFL

Overview

MyUFL now supports entering unique identifiers like ORCID to solve disambiguation issues and support the promotion of research activities, publication, and work. After registering for an Open Researcher and Contributor ID on the ORCID website, you can add your ORCID to your Directory Profile in myUFL.

Navigation

Perform these steps to add an ORCID to your Directory Profile in myUFL:

1. Login to my.ufl.edu using your GatorLink ID and password.
3. Scroll down to the Identifiers section of the page.
4. Click in the ORCID field.
5. Enter your 16-digit ORCID into the ORCID field.
6. Scroll down to the bottom of the page and then click the Submit button.

Information about ORCID can be found on the UF Digital Collections: ORCID website. For additional help, contact your Subject Liaison Librarian or the Data Management Librarian. For technical issues, contact the UF Help Desk at 392-HELP or helpdesk@ufl.edu.